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Lots of great things are happening in classrooms everyday

here a Palm School.  I spent the week visiting K-2 classrooms

and it is such a joy to see students interacting with each

other, learning new things together, and having multiple

opportunities to show what they know in writing and

speaking.  I saw a lot of ELPAC type tasks happening this

week.  Hats off to you all for taking the information you

learned from our ELPAC training and Extended Pd and

applying it to everyday tasks in the classroom.  Listening to a

teacher giving a read aloud and asking a variety of question

types, mirrored from the ELPAC practice test.   Students

practicing dictation (big in 2nd grade ELPAC), students

listen to the sentence and they have to rely on their listening

skills to be able to write out the sentence.  I saw lots of

students sharing their work with the class, this is a practice

that is alive and well.  You are all doing a great job utilizing

your students and showcasing them as models for the rest

of the class.  Keep up the great work. #Pantherstrong
 

                                                             ~Mrs. Delgadillo
 

~Ms. Medel
 

Reading my daily email, I came across this article and it

piqued my interest.  It stated that school children who

receive words of encouragement from a teacher are

significantly more likely to continue their education

beyond the age of 16 than those who do not. It continued

on to say that the influence of teacher encouragement

appears to be much greater on students whose own

parents never progressed past compulsory education – an

important indicator of a less advantaged background. I

want to tell you that there are students in your class who

will look back on this year and be thankful for your

influence. They may even be the one causing you the most

trouble. I want to remind you that growth takes time and

tell you that the seeds you are planting in young hearts and

minds will grow and bring forth fruit, even if you might not

see it YET.  I want to tell you that you are making a

difference. There are students who care, who are grateful,

who are learning and who are growing, even if they never

tell you. I tell you this because I came across a first grade

student in Mrs. Montag's class that was so excited letting

me know what was given to him by his DEN teacher.  A

small slip of paper stating that he did all his work today and

the student was doing an excellent job in the DEN.  That

small act of acknowledge meant so much to this student

that he was so proud in sharing it with me, because

someone believe that he can do it.  So thank you for

encouraging our students on a daily basis no matter how

small that act may be, it is a big deal to them.
 

For 45 years, Walden University,has been serving the higher
education needs of adult learners. Today, more than 47,800

students from all 50 U.S. states and more than 150 countries are
pursing bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees and

certificates online in a broad range of disciplines including
health sciences, counseling, criminal justice, human services,
management, psychology, education, public health, nursing,

social work, public administration, and information technology.
 Through programs that reflect current market trends and

promote positive social change, Walden is committed to
helping you achieve your goals, enabling you to make a

difference in your career and community as a Walden graduate.
 

R is for Reading
  

You have to do a lot of reading in college.  Having good
reading skills, will make it easier to read your
assignments.  However, reading doesn't stop after
college.  Reading will be a skill you will use all of your life.

 

Shout Out to Mrs. CBerry and her team
for conducting and finalizing the Palm

Elementary 2018 Peach Blossom
Team.  Over 150 students tried out for

a spot.  Thank you Mrs. CBerry for your
love of Peach Blossom and preparing
our students for their performances
which will take place at Fresno State

 Shout Out to Mrs. TBerry
and Ms. Gloria Carrillo for
working with our Spelling
Bee students.  We are so
grateful to you both, you

put in a lot of hours
ensuring that our mighty

panthers are ready for
their competition.  

 Thank you !
 

Shout Out to our
Interventionists in the DEN. 
You all do an amazing job at

targeting the needs of
students.  Students look

forward to seeing you each
and everyday.  Thank you for

continuing to recognize
students for their hard work.

 

January 23rd  Dual Immersion Meeting @6:00pm Cafeteria
 

January 25th  Football/Frisbee Palm Vs Cutler @ Cutler
 College Tee Thursday          

 
January 26th   Palm Panther Spirit Friday

 

Strengthening common practices and
activities for more effective interaction ~

Zwiers, O'Hara, Pritchard, 2014
 

Sentence Starters and Frames
 

Common Limitations
 

Looking at sentence frames
during conversation can stall
the conversation.

 

How to Build Interaction
Skills Into and From It

 ~Focus on thinking skills and  
   a few of it's frames.

 ~Have students memorize 
   the frames.

 ~Students find different 
   partners and try to use the 

   frames without looking  
   (e.g., Cover up the posters)

 
Next week we will look at how to strengthen

Pair-Shares and Turn-and-Talks
 

Have a
Wonderful
Weekend!

 


